Drawing on many new developments in her teaching and practice, she shows how we can be empowered as both patients and healers to understand and work with our most fundamental healing power: the light that emerges from the very center of our humanity. In a unique approach that encourages a cooperative effort among healer, patient, and other health-care providers, Light Emerging explains what the healer perceives visually, audibly, and kinesthetically and how each of us can participate in every...
newest exploration of personal patterns of wholeness, not just in honouring the balancing system of the human psyche, which is "the deeper place within that remembers who we are, what we need, and how we heal ourselves"; but in the discovery of the Core Star (Creative Essence) dimension: "a quantum leap deeper into who we are than the Haric level and is related to our divinity."

Light Emerging: The Journey of Personal Healing

Light Emerging book. Read 33 reviews from the world’s largest community for readers. Barbara Ann Brennan's bestselling first book, Hands of Light, establ...

Light Emerging: The Journey of Personal Healing by Brennan...

What sets apart Light Emerging from HOL is the newest exploration of personal patterns of wholeness, not just in honouring the balancing system of the human psyche, which is "the deeper place within that remembers who we are, what we need, and how we heal ourselves"; but in the discovery of the Core Star (Creative Essence) dimension: "a quantum leap deeper into who we are than the Haric level and is related to our divinity."
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Find many great new & used options and get the best deals for Light Emerging: The Journey of Personal Healing by Barbara Ann Brennan (Paperback, 1993) at the best online prices at eBay! Free delivery for many products!